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[Ed. Note: Rabbi’s Dream Book is an (unfinished) book-length work with many pages existing in 

several drafts. The selections presented here have been lightly edited, with the exception of “For 

Robert Duncan” which is an editorial composite of multiple yet quite similar versions in 

manuscript. Some passages from the selection “Dot, a stop, at the end of a sentence.” appear to 

have been possibly reworked by Meltzer appearing as a brief excerpt in the book, spiritual 

instrument edited by Jerome Rothenberg & David Guss.]  

 

from RABBI’S DREAM BOOK by David Meltzer 

 

Not dreaming I open the door and more flags than you can imagine fill up my room like sails 

 

Not dreaming I close the door and feel my toes leave the ground and my hands out of old 

knowledge grab for the wand and I soar 

                                      The earth below is more beautiful than science fiction 

 

Not dreaming I release the wand and float as I've always known I could in all directions like a 

wheel in space I glide through clouds not tasting like cotton candy but bright light-edged ideas 

tasting like snowflakes 

 

Not dreaming I am afraid of nothing 
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Not dreaming I know as I’ve always known that anything is possible and if I'm a clown I'm 

easily a butterfly whose winged eyes allow light through blind centers and I am a mouth opening 

and gulping in air to make sounds and sounds into songs and then loud pastures of laughter 

 

Not dreaming I land on my toes with ballet grace and face my bedroom door and open it and of 

course the flags are gone 

  

Not dreaming I get back into bed and am delighted by the cool new sheets still somewhat stiff 

which crinkle like paper and I’m marking a book entering into its darkness 

The tree, the garden, the king, the jewels, the prince, the bride, the fact it shines and always will, 

spheres, emanations, breath-linked, all in constant light works through the entire system of the 

man arising from sleep to remember his dream. 

 

The tree in the king’s garden arising from soil covered with jewels the bride threw away to birds 

who feed and shine even in the moonless night (the doubled night, wall of night, dense as hope 

against atomic light) a dream the prince wakes up from, sweating beetles, smelling of waste 
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In his dream the Rabbi is wrapped in layers of Torah whose parchment is filled with light and the 

calligraphed letters move against his body with a million new sensations  and soon he is part of 

the mystic union his devotions longed for. 

 

But then the baby cries and his wife sleeps as if dead and the Rabbi rolls out of bed, awkward 

and unsure of where the sound comes from. He stumbles through book-filled rooms whose 

concealed wisdom emits a perfume for a moment he no longer hears the baby and turns on a light 

to open those books like opening a bed, drawing the sheets down, to enter and tangle and collide 

with her mysteries, her paradoxical measures. But the baby cries louder, almost like a cat, when 

he opens the book whose ancient sighing binding is like his wife uncoupling all that holds her 

inward and regal to reveal more of her concealed majesty. 

 

And he runs through more rooms and up a flight of stairs to the nursery, opens the door, and 

surrounding the baby’s bed are three Lilin who, like their source, have hot red hair not braided or 

bunned but loose and flowing and alive in the light upon it. Their blouses are open as if to feed 

the baby and their mouths are lacquered red and shine like secret starlight in his groin which he 

finds himself placing his palm against and, as he touches himself, they all turn to him and flap 

their thighs together and massage their breasts and the baby is not crying. The baby watches the 

Lilin writhe and the Rabbi intones invoking words against them but his ears are wet with the 

steam of their breath burrowing back through his nerve-ends to the root his palm pulls away 

from. 
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And then his wife is there beneath him on her knees, her bald head dark with the stain of black 

hairs growing back, she holds him around his knees, her mouth moving but no sound coming 

from it, and his member burns and moves outward and becomes full, he watches it push through 

the fabric of his pajamas, stretching and widening, moving towards her silent moving mouth 

 

 

                                                                    O 
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                                                                                                             For Robert Duncan 

 

In the dream we’re outside the edges of the stork kingdom. My shoes on backwards. The birds 

stop gossiping long before we arrived. Storks in regimental silence, curved necks bent down, 

beaks in the ground, a field of arks awaiting a croquet game. 

 

One white heron in the lagoon. One leg rigid as a ski-pole fixed into water’s bottom soil, the 

other leg crossed over what could be a knee, casual, cosmopolitan. Only its eyes move, a spy 

taking pictures, or just another tourist.  

 

Nobody wants to talk, my feet turn out, tracks form arrows in fresh snow. Waddling past storks 

who become a plain of statuary, sequins of snow-crystal at the tips of their folded wings. 

 

If I sang to them, their heads poke down deeper into earth's warm familiar darkness. 
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Silverfish, a paper-eating insect, actually doesn’t eat paper but sucks nutrients from it, leaving a 

white trail of un-deciphered script down dust jacket spines. Silverfish wiggle like fish but turn 

into a powder when they're crushed. 

 

Bookworms, insect larva, bore through page after page  to get to the oasis of glue in bindings. 

 

A flat dead spider pressed between two pages of a book I open. Some spiders web eggs on books  

facing the darkness inside a bookshelf. 

 

Mold spore, a variety of sizes, dotted stars or planets inside a book or in on its binding. 

 

The books of a cigarette smoker smell of cigarette ghosts. 

  

A hollowed-out book to hide a hip flask in. 

 

Did the Bratzslaver hasidim know about oiling the leather binding of books in the study-room? 

They buried any holy book fallen apart from use. Kaddish for the dead and buried books, each 

page alive with names. 
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First let me discuss how to close a book. Let's reveal how to clothe a book. Cloak a book. Clock 

it. Cloche or closet it. No way to clone it; it refuses to be the same book no matter how it 

resembles itself stacked up on a bookstore table. 

   

I put a silk handkerchief decaled with a picture of Charlie Chaplin's face upon the open Talmud 

tractate. No it is really a cotton handkerchief with a rust-brown oval transferred onto it and in the 

oval's center is a black resemblance of Chaplin’s face beneath tramp derby looking down as if in 

shame. The oval advertises a discontinued brand of cigarettes, Tramps , “The Gentle Smoke,” the 

tractate is about the responsibility of being a sofer, a scribe who pens the text on Torah scrolls, 

mezuzahs, ketubahs. 

 

I would 've been a sofer but it wasn't in my hands,  the alphabet permanently scrambled in my 

brain, aleph-bayt chaos, it would 've been dangerous for me to get near quill, ink and parchment. 
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Dot, a stop, at the end of a sentence. Black circle, its edges rain bowed like petroleum like 

bubbles blown out of plastic hoops. The period, stop; the end. Black sphere on the page holds all 

alphabets and words inside itself. 

 

Angel enters wearing a curved jeweled-powered glass device with metals looped it into mad-

scientist spyres and gyres and all of it hooked into transistors and 9 volt batteries worn around 

his arms like snakes. He puts his mouth on a tuba mouthpiece and blows four notes moving up 

and down the tubing, turning into one black dot rushing up loops and hoops of glass and metal. 

The black dot hits the top shaped like an ice cream brass cone and exits into the air. Straight to 

the open book’s blank page and lands in the center of white. 

 

Black dot in the center of a page surrounded by white.  

Period, end, stop. 

 

Another angel appears through the roof in a flurry of thrashing light and lands before the large 

open book. Shuts his eyes and lets his wings fold slowly together. Leftover light from his flight 

falls onto the floor. 

                     — I am the Angel of the Alphabet, he says to the open book. 

  

Black dot widens in the page center, opens like a yawn like an apple sliced into many sudden 

wedges. This pleases the Angel of the Alphabet who flutters his wings like a helicopter and 

ariseth to and through the ceiling. 
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Period, the end, a stop. 

Empty room, walls white as the book’ s blank pages, nothing else there. Period. The book is on 

top of a round table made of sturdy wood. Around its edges its margins are carved-out 

assemblies of stars, moons, alphabets, petroglyphs, geometry. 

 

Letter into letter into letter as the black dot splinters into black shapes both letter and form of 

memory’s coding like an ox, a coat hook, a dancer, a room, a pitchfork, a seed, a head of a 

person whose tongue sends sounds of song (Sibilance) to the ear-shaped letter. 

 

Letter into letter into letter appear on the page to meet and form words, stand in groups and sing 

or rant, discuss each other’s meanings, interpret and diagram, remember and forget. 

 

A black angel spreads black wings through a wall of the room to enter. And he is happy to see 

the page of the book alive with his blackness. The shadow he leaves on the white wall is also a 

letter. 

 

A white angel all in white without a hint of the albino pink hue spreads open its wings and enters 

through another wall as if breaking through water to sky after diving deep into a lake and then 

pushing back up and up to sunlight wobbly glaze on water he shatters. All noise within the 

absolute silence of an angel appearing and disappearing. 

 

The two angels stand side by side before the book. 
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The black angel shuts his eyes as if asleep and all the letters and words float up to his mouth. He 

inhales then and turns eye-blinking white from head to toe. Dazzling. 

 

And it is either written or known how the other white angel smiles to see the page empty of 

marks. And we’re prepared when he shuts his eyes and the pages of the book turn faster and 

faster becoming a small snowstorm of light the white angel inhales and transformates into a 

magnificent blackness . Amazing. 

 

And later, when the sun and moon and stars have turned inside out into letters and pages and 

words and books, and a century of amazing seconds has gone, and it's hard to what’s happening, 

but nobody’s worried; a converting voice says to you or me or to nobody in particular that the 

black dot is the planet of the alphabet.  The alphabet atom. All alphabets live in harmony in the 

period. The stop. The end. 

 

And the blank page, white and empty is the alphabet's sky. 

 

Black dot, stop, period, end. Black dot planet of the alphabet. Alphabet atom. White empty blank 

page alphabet sky. At the end of a sentence a dot, stop, black circle, indicates completion as well 

as beginning again. 

 

 

                                                                    O 
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Once everybody thought I was a kabbalist because I was a rabbi because I mentioned casually 

the Zohar, Shekinah and the Sefiroth. I could have announced my sainthood and hinted about 

secret treasure, but I never accomplished a kabbalistic fact for them. No miracle, no magic 

moment, nothing sufficiently arcane or esoteric even when explaining the outer skin of a passage 

in the book. All I offered was an intimation of knowledge which was sufficient for whoever 

stayed to become students, my congregation (a word assumed, pilfered from a Protestant 

vocabulary). I told them I was neither Orthodox nor Reform, somewhere in-between, sometimes 

neither, often a mechanic, key-words aimed at word-wounding problems worked commonplace 

wonders, some came for counseling and others for some vague therapy, and I knew how to listen 

and when to talk, amazing what magic is released out of a small select vocabulary. There are a 

few words like melodies most allow themselves to hear and be guided by. Soon they all stopped 

asking about Kabbalah, they no longer assumed my command of its intricacies. 

 


